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01.  Innovative Edu-tech Animation Company 
User : Kids above the age of 5 in the world who need to study English language and school subjects

02.  Certified company with excellent technology 
Technology: Non-contact Educational Music Video with K-POP Content Creating Technology

03.  Securing 30,000 paid members within a year of launching content in the past 
Achievement : Attracting paid users equal to 1% of elementary school students in Korea within a year

04.  Team with the most experience in the world's K-pop educational song field  
Team : Korea's top K-pop experts and English education content experts since 2012 

Seeking : Project Investor, Co-producer, Distributor 

ACE EDU 
Website. www.kpopenglish.com

Add. 124-6 ho, 11F WeWork B/D 428 Seolleung-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Tel. +82 (0)10 8883 1383 / E-mail. 5840yang@hanmail.net 

[K-pop English 101] Pattern English 
Conversation Season 1

Production Year  2020

Eps × Min  100 × 3

Genre   Edu-tech animation for Kids 

Innovation : K-pop English series are educational contents which represent “just one 3-minute-music-video can 
replace 1-hour-class”
 
Competitiveness : K-pop English switches the educational paradigm for textbooks around the world from 'text-
based' to 'music video-based', making students get more interested in studying, and providing them with excellently 
memorizing experiences.

[K-pop English 101] Pattern English Conversation Season 1 (Ep.100) 
: It is an innovative educational content for kids that automatically memorizes the necessary patterns for English 
conversation by simply singing along with the addictive K-pop music video.

Project Showreel
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[K-pop English 102] Science & Social 
Studies (Elementary School Kids) 
Season 1  

Production Year  2020

Eps × Min  100 × 3 or 200 × 3

Genre  Edu-tech animation for Kids 

Innovation : K-pop English series are educational contents which represent "just one 3-minute-music-video can 
replace 1-hour-class" 

Competitiveness : There are many simple educational children songs but we have our own technology to produce 
K-pop music video for textbooks with addictive melody to maximize students' learning effect.

[K-pop English 102] Science & Social Studies (Elementary School Kids) Season 1 (Ep.100 each) 
: Elementary school textbook for English education are produced into K-pop animation music videos to learn both 
authentic English and important elementary school subjects at the same time.
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ANYZAC uses the creative mind and created contents, focusing on the balance between technology and 
emotion, with the message of dreams and hope. ANYZAC’s key members have led global projects and 
produced 3D animation, broadcasts, film and promotional videos. Their endeavors are based on the know-
how of multi-year animation planning and domestic/foreign co-production, and production outsourcing. 
Also based on these recognized and solid planning capabilities, ANYZAC is committed to developing and 
producing quality education and entertainment content that can be accessed on expanded smart platforms.

Seeking : Acquisition, Broadcaster, Distributor, OTT platform, Investor, Licensee 

Anyzac Co., Ltd. 
Website. www.anyzac.com

Add. Anyzac.Co.,Ltd. 4F Shinhwa BD, 10 20Na-gil, Toegye-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul 04631, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 780 1382 / Fax. +82 (0)8 780 1386 / E-mail. rusact@anyzac.com

ZOMBIEDUMB 2

Production Year _  2018

Eps × Min _  52 × 3.5

Genre _  Slapstick Comedy, Non-Verbal 

Definition _  Full HD 

Once again comes the ridiculously funny slapstick comedy!
“Zombiedumbs meet new enemies!”
After many twist and turns, a human girl ‘Hana’ becomes friends with Zombiedumb. One day, New enemies intrude 
into their peaceful life. They are the trio Zombie Hunters who plan to drive out Hana and take over the Moonstreet. 
Zombie Hunters try to capture Zombiedumbs while they try to save Hana and the Moonstreet from the bad guys. 
Once again comes the ridiculously funny slapstick comedy as the zombies and hunters meet as enemies only to 
become friends.

Project Showreel
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IN:APPTIME TRAVELER LUKE

Production Year _  2021

Eps × Min _  39 × 7

Genre _  Comedy, Action 

Definition _  Full HD 

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  52 × 11

Genre _  Action, Fantasy, Adventure 

Definition _  Full HD 

The world inside a smartphone never sleeps. Even when it’s not in use, the Command Center keeps a close eye on 
the situation to stay alert to any problems. The Command Center exists to keep all apps working without errors. The 
Phone World is in crisis! A user is experiencing a bug! Rookie cops Robin and Jacky spring into action each time 
there’s an error or issue – sometimes on their own, and sometimes working as a team to fight to resolve bugs. Jacky 
goes by the book, while Robin works by instinct and feeling as they work hard to protect the Phone World!

‘Stars Hotel’, this hotel is known as the mecca of travelers, since all the stories and traditional relics around the world 
gather here. Paul, the owner and founder of the hotel has been travelling history using the secret time traveling 
elevator hidden behind the bookshelf in his study to save the relics of the world in danger.
One day, Paul's got trapped in time during his time traveling journey. Luke, the grandson of Paul notices about this 
mysterious elevator and commences his time traveling journey trying to find his grandfather Paul, with the new 
mission as a 'relic guardian'. But Luke meets Indiana who's also a time traveler. And Indiana wants to snatch all the 
treasures of the world to get wealth and honor for himself...
Now the fight begins between Luke who tries to save the relics in the world and Indiana who tries to snatch all the 
relics!!
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Aurora World, an emerging leader in the global content industry, has been at the top of the global plush 
toys market with its outstanding design capabilities and network. Based on its global business capabilities 
accumulated over nearly 40 years, Aurora World has been developing its own IPs such as "YooHoo and 
Friends", "YooHoo to the Rescue" and "Cuby Zoo" and is transforming into a global content group. With 
effective sales operations in the US, UK, Hong Kong and China, Aurora World derives over 80 percent of 
its annual revenue from overseas. 

Seeking : Co-production, Investment, Licensing 

Aurora World 
Website. http://eng.auroraworld.com

Add. 997 Daechi-dong, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, South Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 3420 4114 / Fax. +82 (0)2 3420 4004~5 / E-mail. hena.lee@auroraworld.com 

YooHoo to the Rescue

Production Year  2019

Eps × Min  52 × 11

Genre  Adventure 

Definition  HD

YooHoo to the Rescue follows the adventures of five animal best friends who
live in the magical land of YooTopia. In each episode, they travel to a newdestination to help animals in trouble and 
make new friends along the way. When the colorful fruits of the 'Sparkling Tree' begin to darken, it's YooHoo and 
friends to the rescue! The friends get their special gadgets and board their ship the Wonderbug, a ladybug-like 
aircraft. They use wit, teamwork and special gadgets to solve problems and help rare animals in need. Over the 
course of their adventures, they learn fun facts about a wide variety of environments and make friends with unique 
animals.

Project Showreel
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OYOYO

Production Year  2021

Eps × Min   Music Video 4 × 3, Vlog Shorts 100 × 1

Genre  Music 

Definition  HD

OYOYO is a story of four cats who transformed into humanoid feline figures after a fantastical event. To find out, 
to define who they really are, to find more transformed creatures like them, and to inspire those who feel different, 
OYOYO cats decide to become a global influencer - a K-pop star. Because difference is to be celebrated and 
embraced.
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Campfire Aniworks is a content IP company founded in 2017 led by founding members of Olive Studio, 
which created "Cocomong," and key members who produced "Cocomong," "Pororo," and "Tayo" are 
producing global animation projects based on our experiences. We will fully utilize our production know-
how, which ranges from TV animations series to longer running time animations, in addition to our stable 
pipeline in order to produce results that are both stable and maintain of artistic value and business value.

Seeking : Investor, Pre-sale, Co-production 

CampfireAniworks Co., Ltd.
Website. www.campfireani.com

Add. 3F, 52-7, Donggyo-ro 19Gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Tel. +82 (0)10 9492 3740 / Fax. +82 (0)2 6081 5677 / E-mail. beatinlife@gmail.com 

The Bigfoots on Topsy-turvy Island

Production Year  2021

Eps × Min  26 × 11

Genre  Kids, Family adventure sitcom 

Definition  HD

Exciting adventure of Dinosaur Family
A dinosaur family that everyone knows exterminated is living in a small island on the Earth! The last dinosaur living in 
topsy-turvy island, Big Foots Family! We are different in appearance but we are one family. The magic volcano is the 
only path to every corner of the Earth? One day a mysterious thing appears through pinball volcano path! Baseball? 
What is this? What if we can not! What if we don’t know~! Big Foots Family that we watch in their own way on the 
paradise!! One day they disappeared through magic volcano! Family adventure Start!~ Today exploration to the 
inside of the Earth, Tomorrow a journey to under the sea! Oh? Here is the Moon? Oof? We became small! Exciting 
adventure with multiple transformation The Egg house! ‘Pooh Pooh~!!’ When volcano horn sounds, it’s a time to 
return. Big Foots family is exciting and interesting every day!

Project Showreel
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CGPIXEL STUDIO has produced various contents including animations series, educational applications 
and AR/VR. Currently we are producing the animation series ‘Kong Kong Land’ for kids. Also we have 
merchandising products such as toys, apparel and shoes. Currently we are looking for animation distributor 
and licensee in each territories. Also we welcome investor or co-producer.  

Seeking : Co-production partner, Distribution agent, Character Licensee. 

CGPIXEL STUDIO Inc. 
Website. cgpixel.org
Add. 140 Suyounggangbytun-daero, Haeundae-gu, Busan, South Korea
Tel. +82 (0)70 7005 4002, +82 (0)10 9127 9932 / Fax. +82 (0)51 980 0353
E-mail. cgpixelstudio@gmail.com 

Kong Kong Land
(Slapstick Non-dialogue)

Production Year  2017~2018

Eps × Min  12 × 2.5

Genre  Action Comics 

Definition  Full-HD

The animal fairies were trouble makers in faraway jungle. The fairies become entangled in an incident. They are 
cursed to transform into shoes and kicked out of their hometown by the chief of their tribe. And they were teleported 
to Kong Kong Land. 
Now animal fairies - Perry(eagle), Rodi(ladybug), Pan(panda), Crabo(crab), Mary(sheep) and Leocat(lynx) - live 
in the theme park 'Kong Kong Land'. Their goal is to collect foot smell as much as they can do. Because the foot 
smell is a kind of wealth and the most important resources in their environment. There is only one marble containing 
compressed foot smell in the park. They want to get the marble to do what they want. Animal fairies begin to fight to 
get it.... 

Project Showreel
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Kong Kong Land
(TV series)

Production Year  2019~

Eps × Min  26 × 12

Genre  Edutainment 

Definition  Full-HD

Lynx fairy is an ingenious inventor, and a highly jealous fairy who believes he is the greatest fairy in the world. 
Leocat takes pride in showing himself off wherever he goes. But once coming face-to-face with the animal fairies 
transforming into shoes in Kong Kong Land, he get great shock at their superpowers. Leocat becomes highly jealous 
of the fairies and try to uncover their secret...
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Character Factory MANGCHI is a company of character design, character licensing, character products 
selling. we have brands of Alien PPIO, black gomdung, bboshong friends, ru and shoo, Cheer up PPUO 
PPUO, and A.I robot DUBI and DUBA, red blood. We want to make animation by co-production with our 
character i.p or project. 

Seeking : Co-production, investor 

Character Factory Mangchi 
Website. www.cfmangchi.modoo.at

Add. 4F, 21, Gyeongin-ro, Bucheon-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea

Tel. +82 (0)32 651 5069 / Fax. +82 (0)32 651 5069 / E-mail. newthisstart@naver.com 

Cafe of Black Gomdung
Production Year  early development

Eps × Min  26 × 11

Genre  Sitcom

This is the story of a black bear family who came down to the city because of a forest fire. The city is a dangerous 
place for animals, but with the help of chick, kkatalina and Dapal, robot of artificial intelligence, black gomdung runs 
a street cafe. black gomdung is a cautious, agonizing uncle of asia black bear, but three sibkid of asia bear are 
simple, lucid children. It is a story about a black bear's cafe where animals and people mingle, solving many things 
that happen every day with the wisdom of sibkid of bear.

Project Showreel
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Bboshong Friends
Production Year  early development

Eps × Min  26 × 11

Genre  Edutainment

bboshong friends are clean-up solvers that are only seen by children. children don't want to wash, suffer constipation, 
don't want to brush their teeth. their bad habits harm children's health. The bboshong friends have animalized toilet 
tools so that children feel friendly. the bboshonfg friends get together to discuss, practice, and fight germs and fungi 
for children. bboshong friends was planed To bring cleanliness into life so that children can enjoy a better quality of 
life. Every time they clear a mission, you have a joyful song.
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‘Chungdahm Media’, started with creating storytelling content that organically combines language and art 
to promote creativity. We are producing a various type of contents targeting the short-form content market. 
We are developing creative storytelling contents by production team of talented writers, musicians and 
animators from worldwide making wide variety of genres of stories, music, and artistic styles. Chungdahm 
media was established in October 2019. Our YouTube channel launched on April 2020 and has over 120K 
subscribers and 44M views mostly in North America. 

Seeking : Acquisition, Investor, Distributor, Co-production Partner 

Chungdahm Media Inc. 
Website. https://cereels.com

Add. BSTower 6F, 162, Gwangnaru-ro, Seongdong-gu, Seoul, Korea 04791

Tel. +82 (0)2 6078 6109 / Fax. +82 (0)2 6078 6199 / E-mail. michelle@chungdahmmedia.com 

Ella Gator

Production Year  2020

Eps × Min  10 × 1.5

Genre  Shorts, Entertainment 

Definition  HD

Meet Ella Gator! Ella was adopted into a loving family of alligators. But as she grows up, she starts to realize that 
she’s...different. Will Ella discover her true identity?

Project Showreel
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Three Eyes: The AlienWizard of Oz

Production Year  2020

Eps × Min  5 × 1.5

Genre  Shorts, Entertainment 

Definition  HD

Production Year  2020

Eps × Min  15 × 1.5

Genre  Shorts, Entertainment 

Definition  HD

Three Eyes. Six limbs. And all pink. It’s Mu the alien. Mu just wants to fit in with the other kids. But junior high can be 
tough. Especially when you’re an alien in the suburbs of Montauk, Indiana.

Dorothy, a girl from the Kansas prairies, finds herself lost and far from home in the Land of Oz. To return home, 
Dorothy sets off to find the Wizard of Oz and makes new friends along the way. But trouble comes along when the 
Wicked Witch of the West learns about Dorothy’s magic shoes.
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Electural is a Creative Studio that develops character brands and animations.

Currently, we're developing 'Labong' and 'Wonderful ThumThum' animation projects. We're looking for co-
development/co-production and funding partner for these animation projects. 

Seeking : Co-production partner, Funding partner 

Electural 
Website. www.electuralstudio.com

Add. 701-4 Ho, 46, Ilsan-ro, Ilsandong-gu, Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do, South Korea

Tel. +82 (0)70 8717 8531 / Fax. +82 6008-8534 / E-mail. yoon@electuralstudio.com 

LaBong
Production Year  2023

Eps × Min  52 × 11

Genre  ComedyAdventure 

“You meow-ust be the culprit!”
With the LaBong and her assistants Luzzi and Kkuri, no mystery case can be left unsolved! Their exciting and bizarre 
detective adventure begins! Now, let's set out to solve another meow-stery case!

Project Showreel
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Wonderful ThumThum
Production Year  2024

Eps × Min  52 × 11

Genre  ComedyAdventure 

ThumThum is a very bright, optimistic thumb with a pure heart from Thumbtopia.
He is a small thumb boy with dreams of becoming a little hero who helps people regain their lost joy. When he thumbs-
up, he can cross time and space, and disguise himself as he wants. Let's go on an adventure with ThumThum and 
his friends!
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Celebrating its 45th year in the industry, ENPOP is one of the most recognized family entertainment 
companies in Korea. Renowned as an established Netflix Original Animation Studio, we develop and 
produce top quality content for the global market. ENPOP also represents and manages some of the most 
recognized entertainment and lifestyle brands in the world, linking them with high quality products and 
services through integrated licensing programs.

Enpop Co., Ltd. 
Website. www.enpop.net

Add. #1405 Kolon Digital Tower, 30 Digital-ro 32-gil, Guro-gu, Seoul

Tel. +82 (0)2 2103 8007 / Fax. +82 (0)2 2103 8096 / E-mail. steve@enpop.net, kyulee@enpop.net  

Treehouse Detectives

Production Year _  2018

Eps × Min _  20 × 11 × 2 seasons

Genre _  Preschool, Educational, Adventure

Definition _  Full HD

Treehouse Detectives is a preschool series which follows brother and sister detective team, Toby and Teri, as they 
explore the world around them. The show examines the mysteries of nature through the eyes of lovable characters 
who analyze everything from a mysterious talking rock, to the disappearance of a sandcastle during a full moon. 
The Treehouse Detectives “use the clues” and “follow the facts” to solve the case every time!

Project Showreel
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GFX has developed and produced qualified TV programs which entertain children based on educational 
purposes in each of our own contents. With an edutainment research lab where develops new media 
contents, we're expanding to other business areas to produce related several products, such as board 
games, books, musicals and interactive media exhibitions. 

Seeking : Broadcaster, Distributer, Licensing Agent, Buyer for holographic film, AR contents  

Grafizix Co., Ltd. 
Website. www.grafizix.com

Add. 3 Floor, 71, Toegye-ro 20-gil, Jung-gu, Seoul, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)70 4137 5072 / Fax. +82 (0)70 4137 5070 / E-mail. gfxdir@gmail.com 

Mind Blowing Breakthroughs : 
Music Show

Production Year  2020

Eps × Min  26 × 12

Genre  Music, Adventure, Education 

Definition  HD

Baron Munchhausen buys the staplers at a bargain price and prepares a super-class orchestra music show. Genie 
from the lamp of the junk instrument, removes the music and begins to eliminate the music of the world, which is a 
member of the anti-social organization. Munchhausen and his crews chase after Leipzig to reclaim the music of the 
world through the hints left.

Project Showreel
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FrienZooMind Blowing Breakthroughs 1&2

Production Year  2017

Eps × Min  78 × 9

Genre  Sitcom 

Definition  HD

Production Year  2014/2017

Eps × Min  26 × 12 each

Genre  Science, Adventure, Education 

Definition  HD

Hungry and tired, farm animals arrive at a zoo and start to live in a petting zoo area. They are so curious about 
wonderful and sophisticated zoo animals and want to be friends with them. But, it’s not easy to get along with 
because they’re too common animals, a DONKEY, CAT, ROOSTER, and DOG.

The show is set to be a mixture between illusionism and scientific demonstration, which everything is possible. 
Every night, it will portray a very special and unique discovery that will challenge the minds of the audience forever 
with a ghost of greatest scientist of the history. In season2, Baron Munchhausen and his assistant, Betty meet more 
scientists, adventurers, pioneers oriented from other various fields. 
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Since its foundation in 2009, HongDangMoo INC. has grown steadily through the business of design, 
publishing, and educational content. Since 2012, it has placed its focus on animation business through 
story development and planning and its future value on global licensing and new technology convergence. 
Now, HongDangMoo INC. has taken its role as a hub to link education and entertainment based on its long 
and valuable experience on education content design. 

HongDangMoo INC. has been recognized and given numerous awards by government offices for its high 
growth and content quality. 

Seeking : Distributors, Investors  

HongDangMoo Inc.
Website. www.hdmoo.com

Add.  #1101~1103 Joongang Innotech Bld. 171 Sangdaewon-dong, Jungwon-gu,  
Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do, 13207, Korea 

Tel. +82 (0)31 703 8871 / Fax. +82 (0)31 723 0566 / E-mail. tinaaabinaaa@naver.com

Magic Adventures : 
The Crystal of Dark

Production Year _  2017

Eps × Min _  52 × 11

Genre _  Fantasy, Adventure, Comedy 

Definition _  Full HD, 3D

Magic Land was a place where the power of water, fire, earth, wind and light coexisted in harmony. One day, peaceful Magic Land 
was covered with darkness due to the greedy Wizard of Light. The Wizards of Water, Fire, Earth and Wind sealed the Wizard of 
Light and his dark forces into a crystal, and then the wizards divided it into 7 pieces and hid them in secret places. After many long 
years Dark - the descendant of the Wizard of Light - attacked the Violet Castle, the capital of Magic Land, in order to regain the 
sealed power. At that moment King Mir, who was the Wizard of Water, helped his daughter Princess Olivia escape and assigned 
her the task of gathering the descendants of the Wizards of Fire, Wind and Earth so they could take back the crystal. Olivia ran 
away to the dimensional portal to avoid the Shadow Man sent by Dark, and set off for Earth to look for the heir of the Wizard of 
Earth. Meanwhile, on Earth, Jack and his sister Bella see a strange light near their house, and the next day a suspicious new 
classmate arrives at their school... For the descendants of the Wizards who will protect Magic Land against the forces of darkness, 
the fateful meeting has come... 

Project Showreel
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Animal Rescue

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  52 × 11

Genre _  Action, Comedy 

Definition _  Full HD, 3D

This is a story about animal heroes to protect nature and endangered animal species from an evil alien who tries 
to conquer the planet Earth. Animal Rescue, an exciting adventure story has its animal heroes wear a high-tech 
mechanic suit with direct communication with humans. Also, they are equipped with devices that can be activated 
according to their characteristics and powerful protective equipment to withstand any attack from villains. Animal 
Rescue not only just tells an interesting story in each episode that entertains children but also offers solutions to 
environmental issues with various animals and environmental issues. It allows us to feel the significance of the 
human coexistence with animals and the importance of the environment. Our animal heroes, “Animal Rescue” uses 
a sense of duty and commitment, and uses an outstanding science to keep nature and animals alive. It is a genuine 
Hero who can convey the message of respect for life that can coexist with humans.
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ICONIX, a global leading animation company in Korea, has been the trend for kids’ animation. By utilizing 
creative characters and advanced production system, it has established a strong brand of animation. Major 
works include: ‘Pororo the Little Penguin’, ‘Tayo the Little Bus’, ‘Titipo Titipo’, ‘Stone Age,’ ‘Flowering Heart’, 
‘CHIRO’, ‘Art Odyssey’. 

Today, ICONIX is diversifying its contents to various domains, including publication, music, show, and 
theme park activities. Such successful performances have led to distribution to 160 countries – continuing 
the lead in global animation market.

Seeking : Broadcasters, Distributors 

ICONIX Co., Ltd. 
Website. www.iconix.co.kr

Add. 64, Pangyo-ro 255 beon-gil, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do 13486, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)31 8060 2607 / Fax. +82 (0)31 8060 2702 / E-mail. soyeon@iconix.co.kr

Pororo the Little Penguin

Production Year _   2003, 2005, 2009, 2012, 2014, 2016, 2017, 2020

Eps × Min _   52 × 5 × 4 seasons, 26 × 11 × 4 seasons

Genre _ Animation

Definition _ 3DCG

Spin Off
•  Eddy Clever Fox (2010, 2012) 13 episodes 5 mins x 2 seasons 
• Loopy Cooking Princess (2012) 6 episodes 5 mins 
• Pororo’s English Show (2013) 13 episodes 5 mins 
• Porong Porong Rescue Mission (2013) 30 mins 
• Pororo’s Sing-Along Show (2005, 2007, 2014, 2018, 2019) 13 episodes 5 mins x 5 seasons
• Pororo & Fairy Tales (2020) 10 episodes 11 mins
Far far away, unknown and untouched by human civilization, Pororo the little penguin and his friends live in a peaceful land 
covered in snow and ice. They have distinct personalities and different interests that sometimes cause little happenings in 
their calm white world. But they are all good friends and know how to help each other in times of trouble.

Project Showreel
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TITITPO TITIPOTayo the Little Bus

Production Year _  2018, 2020

Eps × Min _   26 × 11 × 2 seasons

Genre _ Animation

Definition _ 3DCG

Production Year _   2010, 2011, 2014, 2016, 2018

Eps × Min _   26 × 11 × 5 seasons

Genre _ Animation

Definition _ 3DCG

Train Center’s new born little train TITIPO has just passed the driving examination and is prepared to work at the Train 
Village. Although TITIPO dreams of becoming the best train in the world, his curious yet random personality catches him 
in unforeseen events and troubles every day. TITIPO expands his experience in the greater world and befriends GENIE, 
DIESEL, and other little trains. Will TITIPO achieve his dream of becoming the best train? Come join the railroad journey 
and meet TITIPO and the little train friends. 

Spin Off
•  Tayo’s Sing-Along Show (2013, 2015) 13episodes 5mins x 2seasons
•  Tayo Movie:Mission Ace (2016) 48mins
•  Tayo and Little Wizards (2020) 10episodes 11mins

Tayo and the little buses go on an exciting adventure during their daily routes in the busy city. Tayo is often making 
mistakes but is always learning to overcome challenges with the help of Hana, the wise and friendly bus mechanic, Rogi, 
the sociable green bus, Lani, the cheerful yellow bus, and Gani the diligent one. Many great characters, fun story-telling 
and educational messages are unveiled from Tayo’s daily adventures. Buckle up and join the bus ride with Tayo!
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J_Bugs is a company with 17 years of experiences in the animation industry. We offer professional skillsets 
in animation, merchandise, and theme park industry. Within such areas, we deal with production and 
distribution of the animation content, licensing IP characters, and developing user-interactive IP related 
activities. With the help of numerous experts, J_Bugs is getting closer to becoming an industry leader in 
creating a new dimension to the animation content.

Now, we are looking for global partners in different areas, such as broadcasting, licensing, and investing, 
to take on this journey together. Please feel free to contact us. 

Seeking : Co-production, Licensee, Broadcaster, Investor 

J_Bugs Co., Ltd. 
Website. https://sites.google.com/iu.edu/jbugs-co-ltd/home

Add. Jung-gu Cheongyecheon-ro 40, CKL Biz Center #1303, 04521 Seoul, South Korea 

Tel. +82 (0)10 5531 3358 , +82 (0)70 488 1213 / Fax. +82 (0)70 4015 9938 / E-mail. j_bugs@naver.com 

Slow Slow Sloth Neul
Production Year  2017

Eps × Min  104 × 2.5

Genre  Comedy, Sitcom  

Three animal best friends were living in the Amazon forest. One day, the trio decided to move to the big-busy city.
Neul is a sloth, and he is very slow. Interestingly, although he is very slow, he likes to take his time and to find the 
beauty of relaxation in the city. Arl is an armadillo and Neul’s best friend. On the opposite of Neul, he is always in a 
hurry and likes the busy lifestyle. Gil is an anteater, who is shy and gets scared easily. The only things he doesn’t get 
shy are eating and cooking! With such distinct characteristics, will they survive living in the city together? 
‘Slow Slow Sloth Neul’ conveys the messages of understanding the differences of friends, finding the small happiness 
in daily lives, and being able to relax. With a funny, heart-warming, and relatable storylines, Neul and his friends want 
to offer the audience an enjoyable time, at least while watching the show, after an exhausting day in the city.
Let’s take a look at the day of their lives!

Project Showreel
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LOCO is for “A Heart of Dreams” by the innocence of childhood. 
We are specialized in Kids contents with full of experts in kids entertainment with providing both arts and 
business excellency from our unique planning & strategy approach and efficient production know-how to 
create characters. 
We’ve been further expanding our business area with unique IPs, <Princess Pring>, <Snowcat> and 
<Kystar> from animation, music, toys, books, apps, musical performance, merchandising and licensing to 
new media, with our extensive experience in creating kids and educational media. 
We are continuously endeavoring to be a beloved kids contents provider by children all over the world further.

Seeking : Co-Production, Distributor, Licensing/Merchandising Agency 

LOCO 
Website. www.locoent.com

Add. (04630) 101, Toegye-ro 20na-gil 9, Jung-gu, Seoul, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)70 7525 5352 / Fax. +82 (0)70 8677 5540 / E-mail. kimsuyeong@locoent.com

Princess Pring
In the Birthday Kingdom

Production Year _  2018 

Eps × Min _  39 × 11

Genre _  Musical Fantasy Adventure 

Definition _  HD

“Everyday Birthday♪”
In the Birthday Kingdom, there is Princess Pring, who makes a child's birthday wishes come true.
On their birthdays, the most precious day of the year for children, Princess Pring sends a blue butterfly invitation 
to bring the birthday kids on a rabbit bus to the birthday kingdom to make their long-cherished wish to happen in 
reality with fabulous happy birthday songs and wonderful celebration performances. Princess Pring and her birthday 
kingdom’s friends endeavor to present you with very special magic to support children’s growth and dreams.
Now, You are invited to the adorable Princess Pring's Birthday Kingdom, full of dreams and magic. 
Everyday is a Birthday!

Project Showreel
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Kystar

Production Year _  2020 

Eps × Min _  52 × 11

Genre _  Superheroic Adventure 

Definition _  HD

“The Adventurous stories of 12 Girls to save the World”
The story starts with the first woman in Greek mythology, “Pandora” . Pandora incorporated the 12 powers received 
from the 12 gods into each birthstones and sealed them in the Roman Dodecahedron. 
After a couple of millennia, the Pantheon, a school for the gifted, was built on top of it. The 12 birthstones have both 
positive & negative powers. If not controlled or harnessed by a human, the stones will combine with the evils from 
Pandora’s box to create monsters.  Originally Pandora hoped that the young girls would trust in themselves, help 
each other, and save the world. Those girls happen to be!!! 
The keys to the star, KYSTAR!

Snowcat

Production Year _  2020 

Eps × Min _  52 × 11

Genre _  Situation Comedy 

Definition _  HD

“Unsocial Kid's Mistake-ridden Growth Diary” 
Snowcat is the well-known first generation Webtoon in Korea. 
The cute and wacky, Snowcat is a classic character design over time, and Snowcat worries about human relationships 
are a story that anyone can relate to across all generations and borders. Also, there is possible to merchandise 
Snowcat that everyone from kids to adults will love. Now we make the brand new Snowcat a original animation.
In the script, Snowcat will walk into the small world of school and community, build friendships learn love in a broad 
sense, and grow. We dream that this is the beginning of a global character that will be loved by everyone for long.
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Since its establishment in 2008, MARO STUDIO Co., Ltd. has built up recognition by producing/broadcasting 
various animations such as 'Oops! I-Kooo', which has become the bible for children's safety education 
animation, 'Secret Juju' that is a first girl’s 3D animation in Korea, and 'Shining Star', a K-pop animation 
co-produced with Global Entertainment SM Entertainment. 

It is a Korean animation production company that has recently entered the global market by producing 
'Let’s go Galaxy Guards', a Korean-Chinese joint global safety education animation.  

Seeking : Co-production, Publisher, etc.  

MARO STUDIO Co., Ltd. 
Website. www.marostudio.net

Add. 801, 60, Songam-ro, Nam-gu, Gwangju, Republic of Korea

Tel. +82 (0)70 8668 7696 / Fax. +82 (0)303 3130 7695 / E-mail. maro01@marostudio.net 

Shining Star

Production Year   2017 (TV Series Season 1~2, Feature Film, New media)

Eps × Min  52 × 30(TV), 1 × 77(Feature Film)

Genre  K-Pop Music 

Definition  HD

(Summary) "Shining Star" is the global first K-POP Animation. SM's famous song was inserted through joint production 
with SM Entertainment, and SM's choreographers participated in motion capture. It shows familiar visual to the target 
audience using Toon-shading technology. 
(Synopsis) Nara is a girl who likes idol star Hyunwoo. She entered the top idol training school Shining Star School and 
dreams of the best idol MUSE. She organized a team called Melody with a hard-working dancer See-a and a shy girl Yena 
that has such a pretty voice. She goes through the school's mission with the help of manager Jin. Can Nara be a MUSE?
Shining Star 2.1 Mai Story - (Summary) "Shining Star 2.1 Mai story" is a new media animation based on Shining star 
IP. It is produced using the Mai system, a real-time production system of MARO based on motion capture. It consists 
of drama and interactive live and it is a content that reflects trends. It will be uploaded to global Internet platforms 
and released worldwide.

Project Showreel
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F.I.X. Corp. Let’s go! Galaxy Guards

Production Year  2020

Eps × Min  52 × 15

Genre  Fantasy, Adventure 

Definition  HD

Production Year  2019

Eps × Min  52 × 15

Genre  Safety Education, Comic Action 

Definition  HD

(summary) <F.I.X. Corp.> is Action comedy infused with SF & fantasy to show science through all the living tools in house. 
The way Gremlins make equipment using toys will stimulate children's imagination and maximize their creativity.
(synopsis) The ‘Gremlins’ broke down the machines and were horrible creatures among pilots during WW2. Now they 
settled in shady old house for making their own paradise. But the maverick called ‘Jay’ stood against their captain ‘Jack’ 
and settled his own basement area and he met a boy ‘Alec’ moved in this house on garret. 
Meanwhile Jack and his fellow Gremlins crash all these machines in house then Jay fix it again and again. And then, one 
day Jack and his Gremlins start to change the tools into weapon to attack Alec and Jay. Jay in danger finally decided to use 
the blocks in the garret to defend themselves. And the epic war to take over the house has begun, between Alec & Jay vs 
Jack with army of gremlins.

(summary) <Let’s go! Galaxy Guards> is the animation reflected latest global safety education most appropriate for now. 
Nine experts in safety education in Korea and abroad were organized to establish global safety education contents suitable 
for 2020. And the animation features a variety of safety education contents ranging from traditional safety education to 
children's safety philosophy. It also adds fun to educational animations by adding comedy and robot action. 
(synopsis) Galaxy Guards are peacemaker in Galaxy. However, Charles is the last team leader of the Galaxy Guards, who 
did not receive any safety badges. Disappointed by this, as the robots of Charles’s team tried to leave, the urgent Charles 
leaves for the "Ka-boom planet" most dangerous planet in the galaxy to make up for it. The arriving 'Ka-boom' planet is 
exposed to safety accidents and is in a state of immediate anxiety. Because there are no safety rules on the Ka-boom 
planet. Charles decides to make a safe Ka-boom planet with the Galaxy guards.
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The MESE was founded in 2004. Since then we have been trying to develop new ideas and character 
designs by ourselves. As our Corporate Motto is ‘WE MAKE IDEAS A REALITY’, our Design-Team started 
to develop our own IP-Characters called Mochitown, that have been proven a success so far in form of 
various Merchandising Products. But we did not settle with this success and started to develop these 
characters in our own animation. So far, we experimented with Puppet show& Stopmotion Animation. The 
advantages of this kind of animation in comparison to 2D, 3D are, that can it be done fast, easy and with 
low cost and still can be enjoyed by everyone, no matter which age.  

Seeking : Find partners for the project in development / Investors 

MESE Inc. 
Website. www.mochitown.co.kr

Add. Hanhwa Biz Metro 1, Suite# 1010, 242, Digital-ro, Guro-gu, Seoul, 08394, Korea 

Tel. +82 (0)70 7122 6005 / Fax. +82 (0)2 852 6175 / E-mail. april@mese.co.kr, eylee@mese.co.kr 

Camem&Bert's Food Truck

Production Year  2022

Eps × Min  26 × 5.5

Genre  Educational comedy about cooking 

Definition  HD

Camem and Bert are two cat siblings who run a cute food truck. The cats cook dishes for their forest friends, often 
using the dish to solve some problem or dilemma. For inspiration they turn to their Grandma's magical recipe book. 
The book always seems to know which dish might fix which situation.
Who will the main dish be made for today?

Project Showreel
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Mostapes is a content creation company located in Seoul, Korea. Since 2012, we have been further 
increasing our professionalism through original IP creation, animation production, game development, and 
commercial work.

Our goal is providing high-quality content that brings laughter to the world. To realize the vision, Mostapes 
works closely with global partners in the entertainment industry who share the same dream.

While searching for other collaborative opportunities, Mostapes is channeling the passion into original IP 
productions such as the preschool show <Chippyhood> and the comedy-action series <Iron Dragon>.

Seeking : Every Opportunity 

MOSTAPES 
Website. www.mostapes.com

Add. 4F, 8, Eonju-ro 170-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 566 0390 / Fax. +82 (0)2 3444 0390 / E-mail. biz@mostapes.com

Iron Dragon

Production Year _  In Development 

Eps × Min _  52 × 11

Genre _  Comedy-Action 

Definition _  2D

Iron and his incredible adventure!
Young Iron is a raw cadet, who aspires to be a Monster Master. With his talking toy bear Slime, an evil sword named 
Mos and a stern, warrior-magician named Xina, they travel the vast, magical realm of Pantopia on a quest to restore 
their master, the Wizard Ssabu, back to life and recover Monster Eggs of unimaginable magic power. 

TITLE: Iron Dragon
LENGTH: 11 minutes, 52 episodes
FORMAT: 2D
GENRE: Comedy-Action
TARGET: 7-11 YO, family
STATUS: In Development

Project Showreel
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MikittiDinosally

Production Year _  2020 

Eps × Min _  104 × 2

Genre _  Comedy

Definition _  2D

Production Year _  In Development

Eps × Min _  104 × 5

Genre _  Preschool 

Definition _  2D

The notorious pirate cats called Mikittis crash on a deserted island. Surrounded by scary sharks and greedy seagulls, 
cats’ concerns grow until they realize that the vast ocean is full of unique and valuable things! The desperate cats 
work hard to adapt to this rough, unfamiliar environment.

TITLE: Mikitti
LENGTH: 2 minutes, 104 episodes
FORMAT: 2D 
GENRE: Comedy
TARGET: Family
STATUS: In Development

In Dino Town, Everything is awesome! Sally is a cheerful pink dinosaur from Dino Town. It’s an amazing place!
Every day, she goes to Dino School to study with Miss Becky and play with friends. All activities such as drawing, 
practicing music, and counting numbers are so much fun, Sally hopes that her day can last longer.

TITLE: Dinosally
LENGTH: 5 minutes, 104 episodes
FORMAT: 2D 
GENRE: Pre-School
TARGET: Pre-school, family
STATUS: In Development
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Ntonic, a company that leaps forward with new visions, specializes in feature animation, game cinematics, 
TV series animation, commercial films, and VFX production with the best CGI knowledge and technology 
in Korea.

Our pride and passion for quality have been serving as our foundation in making the highest-quality videos. 
Based on our technology, pride, and passion, we will develop into one of the best video content producers. 

Seeking : co-production, publisher 

Ntonic Creative 
Website. http://ntoniccreative.com

Add. Seoul, Gangnam-gu, Nonhyeon-ro, 18th street 11 Jeil Building, 4th floor

Tel. +82 (0)10 7473 2757 / E-mail. rjadms2757@ntonic.com

Monster BJ 
Production Year _  2020 

Genre _  Adventure 

Ally lives in the Monster World and dreams of becoming the best independent creator.
One day, Ally saw a TV advertisement saying that a golden microphone will be awarded to the Montuber with the 
highest views, so she decided to embark on a hectic adventure to make trendy videos with her friends.
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P&E Studio is a company that develops and animates characters based on creativity. 

The animation produced is recognized and exported by the world market. 

We are currently working on planning, producing, and characterizing TV series 2D and 3D animation. 

Some of the most popular animations are <Eggroy>, <Moon Bear Roo>, <Bellnada>, We will be a company 
that presents happiness and dreams to everyone on Earth. 

Seeking : Co-production, Distribution 

P&E Studio 
Website. www.pande.co.kr

Add. B1, 18, Yeonhui-ro 25-gil, Seodaemun-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Tel. +82 (0)70 4333 2163 / Fax. +82 (0)2 6442 0385 / E-mail. ji@egglink.co.kr 

EggRoy 

Production Year  2021

Eps × Min  100 × 1.5

Genre  Comic 

Definition  HD

The chef who tries to eat the cute eggs, Lizard Khan, tries to eat eggs at every Episode. I'm always being fooled 
by clever eggs.  Can we catch eggs and cook tomorrow? A fight between the hungry and the fugitive a jolly comic 
story that happens in there. The usual world of the animal world of the jungle but wouldn't it be boring if the one who 
always tries to eat wins?
Our main character, Eggroy, lives on a small remote island that humans don't know about. It's where Egroi, friends 
Joey, Mimi, and Chacha are playing and having fun day by day. I'm doing well.
A New World, An Island Only Eggs Live on
One day, a chef named Khan specializing in egg cooking comes to the island where eggs live. A peaceful and quiet 
island is suddenly in danger. Will the main character, Egroi, and his friends, be able to compete with the chef Khan?

Project Showreel
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Bellnada Moon Bear Roo 

Production Year  2021 

Eps × Min  52 × 11

Genre  Comic 

Definition  HD

Production Year  2021 

Eps × Min  52 × 11

Genre  Comic 

Definition  HD

The Don King Mabu, betrayed by evil forces, has created a control stone that combines the power of creation and 
destruction.He is trying to transform 13 constellations into dark forces. If The constellations become dark evils, they 
will conquer all the stars and controll all the planets in the universe. The five-member galaxy rangers, "Bellnada" is 
composed of peacock Terry, duck Daggy, penguin Ice, and new recruit ostrich Nekron, they are led by Commander 
Kirk who is a night owl ‘Gather the power of the sky!’ Transform the galaxy rangers into 'Bellnada!’
He wears a super strong flight suit that can be worn at any time when he calls for an order and Fight against 
constellations with terrifying abilities. The galaxy rangers ‘Bellnada’ and Hayeon are in an unstoppable routine.
Will they be able to bring down the Don King mabu? who are trying to conquer the Earth and turn the constellations 
back to their own places?

A tale of space bears settling on the Moon in the far, far future.
On a Lunar colony in a future where civilization has advanced greatly
In an age where new colonies are founded on distant planets, with people living in tribal villages
Speaking a special language of bears, problems are solved through conversation and cooperation
Trading system based on bartering, travel between planets is easy and unrestricted. 
Our protagonist Lunar Bear Roo loves inventing things, and is an important person on the Lunar Base as he invents 
space things that his friends need. But new endeavors always have their difficulties.
Even when friends quarrel, his inventions give joy and laughter to all and plays a big role in their friendship. 
Each bear contributes to making the Space Lunar Base a better place through their own roles and skills.
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Pixtrend Inc. was established for the overall business consulting and marketing procedures within the 
planning and distributing of various contents, and uses its contents business know-how accumulated over   
several years to specialize in the planning, producing, co-producing, investment-procuring of animations, 
additionally to domestic and overseas distributing tasks. 

It intends to cover the range of the production, distribution and investment of worldwide contents, as well 
as lead the way in the globalization of Korea’s cultural content.  

Seeking : TV/OTT/IPTV, Coproduction 

Pixtrend Inc. 
Website. www.pixtrend.com

Add. #1108-2, ENC Dream Tower 7th, Digital-ro 9 Gil, 46, Geumcheon-Gu, 08512, Seoul, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 565 4428 / Fax. +82 (0)2 565 4429 / E-mail. pixtrend@pixtrend.com  

Nabi’s Adventure
Production Year  2021

Eps × Min  52 × 11

Genre  Comic Sitcom  

One winter day, alley cat Nabi was trying to rescue Minsong and Jiwan from a snowman. Since that day, Nabi 
becomes to live together in their home. Now, Nabi is determined to take care of humans who were born without hair 
and live in a tough world. Nabi has just begun his new life! To solve the problems of humans that he has to take 
care of as well as the problems of his old friends including Blackie, Brainy, Gugu, Waddles and Crow, he goes on a 
mission!

Project Showreel
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Virtual Guardians BBQ House
Production Year  2019

Eps × Min  26 × 11

Genre  Action Adventure 

Production Year  2021

Eps × Min  52 × 5

Genre  Comic Sitcom  

Year 2032, not so long ahead. Humans were able to enjoy a variety of services conveniently within the VR system 
called the Vavel City in various fields, including education, game and business. One peaceful day, however, a fatal 
error occurs in AI, a critical part of the Vavel system, and it came to identify itself with horrifying artificial intelligence 
full of greed and emotion. 
After that, Al calls itself God reigning over mankind, dominates the Vavel system and eventually attempts to expand 
its reach to the reality of mankind! 
In response, Doctor Gang, the developer of the Vavel system, selected five genius boys and girls, and a clever 
puppy as the so-called <Guardians>to defend mankind against the threat of the AI. Will they able to win the virtual 
battle with the AI?

Hunters who bring ingredients, chefs who prepare the food and the staff who manage BBQ House. The restaurant 
has everything but the staff can’t do their jobs properly. And everything goes to madness!
The hunting group is eager to get the ingredients, but the unskilled chefs want them to fail so they don’t have to cook. 
The three hunters are at the heart of the story. They are super optimistic and the main source of comedy when they 
are on adventure in search of ingredients. They bring unexpected ingredients that surprise the chefs and customers. 
And the customers don’t know what they are eating, which is leading to crazy situations...   
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PNICOMPANY is an animation planning / production and augmented reality (3DVR) development company 
located in Jeju Island, Korea. 

PNI`s 3 TV series animations have been produced and broadcasted in Korea. We are focusing on 
production of high quality animation specialized in free-production field ranging from project planning to 
story development and design work. 

The 3DVR department is the only structure in Korea that has all fields related to VR, from content creation, 
hardware branching and development of its own middleware system.  

Seeking : Broadcaster, Buyer 

PNICOMPANY Co., Ltd. 
Website. www.pnicompany.com

Add. 245-2,Cheomdan-ro, Jeju-si, Jeju-do, Republic of Korea

Tel. +82 (0)70 8610 5333 / Fax. +82 (0)64 702 4180 / E-mail. info@pnisys.com 

MODOO MODOO SHOW
Production Year  2017

Eps × Min  52 × 11

Genre  Education 

“IT`S SHOW TIME!”
Modoo Modoo Show is a fun series based on favorite tales from all over the world. The first part shows a Mom 
reading a bedtime story to her child. As the child falls asleep, the hand puppets come to life and go to Modoo Modoo 
Land to perform a show based on the story the mom has read. Momo and his friends, namely – Sonson, Dingdong, 
Lapapa and Pin pin, encounter a problem during the show's preparation. They go to the library and consequently 
think of ideas on how to solve it by performing a show.
Modoo Modoo Show fills your mind with creativity as they teach a child's 7 essential life skills every child needs in his 
everyday life, such as Communication, Critical thinking, Accepting challenges, Focus and Self-control, Perspective 
taking, Self-directed learning, Making connections

Project Showreel
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LITTLE FARMER RABBYLITTLE STONES
Production Year  2017

Eps × Min  52 × 11

Genre  Education 

Production Year  2017

Eps × Min  52 × 11

Genre  Education 

“NATURE IS A MIRACLE AS IT IS .”
The Little Farmer Rabby is a story about a mole farmer “Rabby” and his forest friends.
Little Farmer Rabby tells us a story about nature's wonderful phenomenon that oftentimes go unnoticed in our 
everyday life. Whenever Rabby and his friends wander around the forest and discover a new plant, Rabby consults 
his friend the dragon, Boo. Boo, in turn, gives Rabby a magic seed that grows up really fast. Through this magic 
seed, Rabby and his friends witness how this plant grows and learns many interesting facts and the plant’s unique 
growth process. They observe the extraordinary life cycle of a plant and discovers its different kinds of natural 
instincts. They gain a deeper understanding about nature and learn important life lessons and values by observing 
new plants and caring for Mother nature. Rabby and his friends observe plants through each episode.

“YOU HAVE VARIOUS EMOTIONS IN YOU.”
Little Stones is a story about a little stone named Songsong and his friends, who live at the Southernmost part of the 
volcanic island. They commune together about the emotions they struggle with every day.
Songsong and his little stone friends sing a song so they can express themselves more. During the story build-up, 
where they are aware of how they feel, there will be an interview with actual audiences. They consult their friends 
and ask them about a similar experience. In turn, the audience share their own experience, making our stone friends 
realize that what are feeling is normal. As the little stones listen to the audience's sincere emotions and experiences, 
they will learn how to accept these real feelings and not avoid them. Little Stones is a story about how characters 
find solutions and manage their emotions using empathy.
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ROI VISUAL is a company that creates characters and produces and distributes animations.

Since our foundation in 1999, we have grown into a global entertainment company by introducing excellent 
content such as Woobi Boy, Chiro, Inner Ranger and Robocar POLI.

Seeking : Broadcasting platforms – TV Channel, Online Video Platform/Streaming Service/VOD, etc. 

ROI VISUAL Co., Ltd. 
Website. www.roivisual.com

Add. 6F Yangjin Plaza, 5, Hakdong-ro 30-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, S.Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 3445 2192 / E-mail. global@roivisual.com

Robocar POLI SongSong Museum

Production Year _  2020 

Eps × Min _  26 × 5

Genre _  Animation, Music Edutainment 

Definition _  Full HD

Robocar POLI rescue team gathers here at SongSong Museum where the beloved songs by children in the world 
are stored. Which song will Melody Tower bring you today?
Children can easily learn the nursery rhymes around the world which the rescue team found with their wisdom and 
warm heart for children. Would you sing and dance along with Robocar Poli rescue team?

Project Showreel
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Robocar POLI Original Series
Season1, Season2, Season3, Season4

Robocar POLI Safety Series
Traffic Safety with POLI, Fire Safety with ROY,  
Daily Life Safety with AMBER

Production Year _  2011, 2011, 2014, 2015

Eps × Min _  26 × 11 (each series)

Genre _  Animation 

Definition _  Full HD

Production Year _  2011, 2017, 2018

Eps × Min _  26 × 5 (each series)

Genre _  Animation 

Definition _  Full HD

In Brooms Town, where friends with a variety of personalities and occupations live together, there are always troubles 
and accidents both big and small. But don't worry!
In Brooms Town, there is a transforming car rescue team that helps friends overcome their many difficulties anytime, 
anywhere when they are in danger. The fast and brave police car POLI, the mighty fire truck ROY, the kind and smart 
ambulance AMBER, and the witty helicopter HELLY are on the way to help friends!

Traffic Safety: Robocar POLI is dispatched to solve the traffic accident situations that can happen in daily life, 
children can learn the traffic safety rules.
Fire Safety: Children can learn how to cope with fire hazards and fire prevention, as well as various safety measures 
through ROY's swift actions in and around the house, school, playground, and other everyday areas.
Daily Life Safety: Amber protects precious lives from the various accidents in our daily life. Children can learn how 
to behave in such dangerous circumstances and about essential safety measures
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SAMG is the 1st Korean CGI Animation Studio made co-production deal with France, and still co-producing 
many collaborated projects like <Miraculous (Ladybug)>, <Zak Storm>, etc. with major partners like ZAG 
and Method. SAMG's becoming comprehensive branding company, expanding its business fields into toys, 
fashion, on-line business, etc., powered by many of well-known IPs, created by SAMG itself. 

SAMG distributes the animation on global major OTT platforms and TV channels also doing publishing, 
game, musical business with best Korean licensee partners. 140 exported countries, dealing with media, 
toy, L&M distribution, co-production, co-investment and new business with global major partners.

Seeking : Co-producer, Distributor (Toy, Media and L&M) 

SAMG Animation Co., Ltd. 
Website. www.samg.net

Add. 8F, 325, Teheran-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, 06151, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)70-7860-6186 / E-mail. eunjung@samg.net

CATCH PING : Fairies of Emotion

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  52 × 11

Genre _  Fantasy, Drama 

Definition _  HD

Kingdom Emotion, the dream place made by every kids’ fantasy.
Here, in this mythical world is where our fairy tale begins. One day, bored with the lessons, princess Romi decides 
to sneak out. As she wanders around the grand palace, an unknown force leads her to a mysterious door and found 
the sealed shining CUBE. When Romi get close to the cube, it suddenly activated with explosion. King Heart stops 
the cube but it was already late, most of the cube boxes that contained the mind fairies and royal fairies were already 
sent away to Earth. And now, our princess has to collect all the fairies for the sake of the people on Earth. Would she 
succeed to catch mind fairies and prove herself as the rightful owner of the throne?

Project Showreel
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Super Dino RexMini Force: Super Dino Power

Production Year _  IN PRODUCTION 

Eps × Min _  52 × 11

Genre _  Action, hero 

Definition _  HD

Production Year _  2019

Eps × Min _  52 × 11

Genre _  Action, Comedy 

Definition _  HD

Welcome to Ile aux Dino (Dino Island)!  Rising with majestic and jagged peaks from the warm waves of Indian 
Ocean, this island is like no other on planet earth.  Why?  Well, we’re glad you asked.  Because: even though it’s 
present day, Ile aux Dino is uncharted, off the map, below the radar, and only here will you find real, live dinosaurs...
in the 21st Century - that’s right dinos didn’t go extinct after all. And that’s only the beginning of our story, let’s dino 
dive in...

The peace in Blue City is disturbed by the new villain, the Captain Powerman!
This grumpy yet genius villain invents various monsters and starts to harass the citizens.
While considering himself as the best and true hero in the world and others as the villains, Powerman also has a 
peculiar value where he tries to “take revenge of dumplings” and “save shoes from stinky-suffering.” 
Our Miniforce must stop Powerman from punishing people who treated those “daily stuff” harshly.
With their brand-new Super Dino Power, Miniforce transforms into rangers and summons their Super Dino, Tyraka, 
Pterex, Braka, Trix, Stegos, and Super Dino Machine, the giant robot.
All Powerman wants is to become a hero. But his wrong way of being hero must stop now!
Super Dino Power Miniforce! Save Blue City from Captain Powerman!
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SOPP, established in 2011 in Seoul, has being worked various character designs and toy development as 
well as its own original IP projects which is Golden Panda the SF story about adventure of 3 kid musketeers 
and 3 robots and ‘Galatic Pantz' the story about 2 robot brothers fighting. 

Seeking : Investor / Co-Production Partner / Distributor 

Sopp Studio 
Website. www.sopp.co

Add. B1, 132, Jandari-ro, Mapo-Gu, Seoul, Korea 03998

Tel. +82 (0)2 323 7808 / Fax. +82 (0)2 6240 0892 / E-mail. info@sopp.co 

Golden Panda

Production Year  2020

Eps × Min  24 × 22

Genre  Action Comedy 

Definition  FHD 2D & 3D CGI

EUGENE is only of the only kids in hi-tech CITY 78.  Along with and his friends DOROTHY and SAMMY - the “Three 
Musketeers” - he lives with his inventor parents surrounded by construction bots. 
 
When disaster strikes, Eugene runs to his parents’ lab... but they are nowhere to be found.
That’s when he hears a voice from one of the new robots, dubbed GOLDEN PANDA. Before he knows it, Eugene 
and his friends are piloting super-droids with minds of their own. Now they’ll save the city from whatever threats 
arise... and try to find his missing parents.

Project Showreel
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Galactic Pantz

Production Year  2020

Eps × Min  24 × 22

Genre  Action Comedy 

Definition  FHD 2D & 3D CGI

A story of robot brothers with supernatural powers from outer space, the evil force that attempts to take over the 
Earth using the robot brothers, and the people who do everything to stop the evil force.
On Juro, a planet of intelligent robot lifeform with emotions and supernatural powers, 

As a grown-up robot, Pollux is attacked by an unidentified robot as a result crashes to Earth, far from Juro. During its 
fall to the ground, his body reacts chemically with the Earth’s atmosphere. This process transforms his stunning look 
into a completely different appearance of a fat chubby without his superpowers, suffering memory loss.
Luckily, it is found, rescued, and given the name Pantz by Dr. Yoon Kang, a robot engineer. Meanwhile, the Someone 
in the Juro who attacked Pollux is surprised to detect Pollux’s signals...
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If you have a series, or a show in mind, SoT can work with you to take it to the next level. The sprinkles 
we sprinkle add value, they make your IP look good while highlighting the series potential and value, so it 
stands out. It’s not just icing and tiny candy decorations, we help you understand the market by providing 
the right recipe allowing you to make informed decisions that build a unique brand IP. Pre-production, 
Development, Creativity and Consulting. Doughnut worry – we have you covered. 

Seeking : Awesome Content, Co-production Partners, Good Health and Happiness 

Sprinkles on Top 
Website. www.sprinklesontop.co

Add. Seoul Korea

Tel. E-mail. antony@sprinklesontop.co 

ANCHO-V
Production Year  2021

Eps × Min  26 × 11

Genre  Comedy - Action 

ANCHO-V is a fish-out-of-water action comedy about a trio of cybernetic FishKids learning to harness their mega-
awesome powers while helping their retired mad-scientist creator manage his wacky snack shop. This show will be 
off-the-hook, it’s a 2D animated series - spliced with live model building breaking kaiju battles.
ANCHO-V is about embracing your inner monster and understanding you can’t always control everything, including 
your feelings, and that’s OK. It’s all about finding a balance, and with the support of family, friends, and being the 
biggest little hero you can be.Project Showreel
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YOUR SERIESYOKANICS Production Year  2021

Production Year  2021

Eps × Min  13 × 22

Genre  Action Anime

SoT breaks down your series into its basic ingredients, then analyzes them to discover your unique taste, while 
discovering areas to increase value We then provide recipe options to develop the series and bring in the best chefs 
depending on what you need. Once ready, we bake it, decorate it, and display it so the investors and audience all 
want a slice.

In a cyberpunk world that fuses technology and spiritualism, YOKANICS use martial arts and magic to repair 
machines that have transformed into monster Yokai. Three Yokanics - GUY, YOYO, and JAMMI, are thrust into the 
middle of a war between gods that will decide the fate of mankind.
YOKANICS is a serialized action adventure infused with Eastern spiritualism and folklore, set in a cyberpunk world 
brimming with nostalgia and amazement. 
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Founded in 2009, MOGGOZI creates and develops animated TV series and feature films for kids. 

Strong collaboration with various fields of toys, webtoon and MCN makes MOGGOZI only to produce a 
few good content.  

Seeking : Looking for co-production and pre-buy partner

Studio Moggozi Co., Ltd. 
Website. www.moggozi.com
Add. 18, Bucheon-ro 198beon-gil, Bucheon-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea
Tel. +82 (0)32 623 8344 / Fax. +82 (0)32 623 8344
E-mail. hayden@moggozi.com / cuharry@moggozi.com 

Little Dreamer GGUDA

Production Year  2021(Season 01), 2022(Season 02)

Eps × Min  26 × 7(Season 01), 26 × 7(Season 02)

Genre   Preschool kids, Fantasy Adventure Action Comedy,  

CGI TV series 

This is a story about 5 kids who enjoy everyday life as they want to be in a tiny beautiful island. They can turn into a 
captain of spaceship, an idol of a singer and dancer, a detective of nature, a doctor curing all sickness, and a sports 
hero. In their whimsical imaginative world, they can whatever they want to be to solve the problem. 

Project Showreel
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Studio W.Baba is a creative animation studio. Our service include developing contents / 3D animation 
production and consulting. With a variety of animation contents since its first broadcast on KBS in 2013, 
it has expanded its business scope by producing works such as "Mask Masters", "Hello Carbot", "Magic 
Adventures", "Space Bug" and others. 

Seeking : Investment / Distribution / Broadcasting / Licensing 

Studio W.Baba 
Website. www.studiowbaba.com/eng/

Add. 4F., 869, Buil-ro, Guro-gu, Seoul, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 332 9457 / Fax. +82 (0)2 332 2457 / E-mail. ymoon@studiobaba.com 

B FAMILY
Production Year  2020

Eps × Min  104 × 2.5

Genre  Comedy 

B Family is a comic animation that depicts everyday lives of vigorous characters residing in B Villa. Their lives seem 
trivial at first but are filled with a series of touching humors and ridiculous accidents. Looking a bit chaotic, they will 
share their feelings and humors as their stories progress.

Project Showreel
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SPACE BUGSYNOSTONE
Production Year  2018

Eps × Min  52 × 11

Genre  SF Adventure 

Production Year  2019

Eps × Min  104 × 11

Genre  Action Adventure 

A space station lost deep in space. The cricket Hakase and spider Marubo, born in the station, awaken the chironomid 
named Midge from a long sleep. So Midge and friends leave the space station, deciding to return to their home on 
Earth... The insects' fantastic space adventure to return to the blue planet of Earth begins now!

A world where the Mask Masters, who join the Spirit and defend the world, exists! The Mask Master‘s new power, 
"SYNOSTONE," will be accompanied with Mask Masters to squared up to the dark forces! Imagination Robot Action 
Adventure Animation is coming around!
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The key members of TOBEIT CORP. have more than 15 years of experience in their specialized fields. 
We have the expertise to successfully develop and operate game, character, and content businesses. We 
aim for global success with competitive content featuring extraordinary ideas, combined with know-how 
and marketing skill. The core strategy of the content developed by TOBEIT CORP. is ‘friendship, fun & 
emotion’. Our goal is global content which will reach the emotions of viewers and communicate positive 
messages in our lives through ‘fun’. We aim to secure exclusive rights to the animation for ‘Hanni and the 
Wild Woods’, a specialized character that has been developed and invested in for over 15 years, for global 
licensing by MINAH EOM, the original copyright holder and CEO of TOBEIT CORP. A specialized character 
where a total of more than USD 5 million has been invested for over ten years for the development of 
character, artwork and story. 

TOBEIT GLOBAL CORP. 
Website. www.hanniandthewildwoods.com

Add. 4790 Irvine Blvd, Irvine, CA 92620, USA

Tel. +1 949 331 5730, +1 949 200 8144 / E-mail. HANNI@tobeitcorp.com 

HANNI AND THE WILDWOODS

Production Year  2020

Eps × Min  52 × 11

Genre  Family Education 

Definition  UHD 3D (4K)

Hanni is a cat, but she’s no ordinary feline. She lives with her friends in the Wild Woods, an enchanted forest where 
animals talk and wacky monsters create a lot of mischief. It’s ruled by a unicorn with magical powers and a powerful 
mission - to preserve nature. Along with Po the pig, Coo the dog, and Ty-Ty the hamster, Hanni fixes any problems 
she finds - whether they occur naturally or are monster-made.
This is a show about appreciating nature. It teaches kids about all the wonder and fun the natural world has to offer. 
Our purpose is to encourage children to respect nature and get them interested in taking care of the environment by 
showing them how special it is. But most importantly, it will teach kids to care for and be considerate to their friends. 
Nature provides a backdrop for stories about friendship, bravery, hope and luck – characteristics embodied by Hanni 
and her friends.

Project Showreel
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YOU NEED CHARACTER Co., Ltd. is a character and animation production company founded in 2017.

Our team consists of professional content production staff that are passionate about our projects.

We have been actively promoting globally from the beginning and we strive to create an IP that can stand 
in the competitive global market. So far, we have business partners and global networks in the US, India, 
China, UK, and South Africa. Currently, we are in the production of works such as 'CricketPang' and 'Rose 
Kinder'. We are in the development of various licensing business and additional content production using 
our character IP.

In particular, we are concentrating on producing educational content for children using our characters. 

Seeking : Co-production, Distributor 

YOU NEED CHARACTER Co., Ltd.  
Website. www.youneedcharacter.com

Add.  401-ho, ICT Cultural Convergence Center, Daewangpangyo-ro 815, Sujeong-gu,  
Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do, 13449, Republic of Korea

Tel. +82 (0)70-8834-0901 / Fax. +82 (0)50-4098-7635 / E-mail. ync.david@gmail.com 

Rose Kinder

Production Year  2021

Eps × Min  52 × 7

Genre  Comedy Animation 

Definition  HD

Rose Ping is a lovable troublemaker who loves to play and eat jellies.
She lives in a forest village with her Mama, who loves gardening, and Papa, who loves cooking.
Rose Ping loves to play with her pet Bini at home, but she loves to play with her friends at Rose Kinder Kindergarten 
the most!
It’s always fun with friends at Rose Kinder Kindergarten.
Poco the big talker, Albert the great detective, Blue Jay the worrier, and Sleepy, who is always sleepy!
Fun things always happen inside the classroom and out in the playground. 
Rose Ping and her friends are ready to learn, experience, and enjoy everything that comes their way!
I wonder what will happen at Rose Kinder Kindergarten today!

Project Showreel



ACE EDU

Anyzac Co., Ltd. 

Aurora World 

CampfireAniworks Co., Ltd.

CGPIXEL STUDIO Inc. 

Character Factory Mangchi 

Chungdahm Media Inc. 

Electural 

Enpop Co., Ltd. 

Grafizix Co., Ltd.

HongDangMoo Inc.

ICONIX Co., Ltd. 

J_Bugs Co., Ltd. 

LOCO

MARO STUDIO Co., Ltd. 

MESE Inc. 

MOSTAPES

Ntonic Creative 

P&E Studio 

Pixtrend Inc. 

PNICOMPANY Co., Ltd. 

ROI VISUAL Co., Ltd. 

SAMG Animation Co., Ltd. 

Sopp Studio 

Sprinkles on Top 

Studio Moggozi Co., Ltd. 

Studio W.Baba 

TOBEIT GLOBAL CORP. 

YOU NEED CHARACTER Co., Ltd.  




